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The future of systems medicine: Everything you always wanted to know about the “reality” of big 
data and AI “big mirages” but were afraid to ask
Statement of the Problem: With a 95% failure rate, the Big Pharma R&D model focused on testing new patentable compounds 
for novel targets based on KOL concepts is not more pertinent for at least 3 reasons: 1) Despite decades of investments in 
Omics technologies and Systems Biology programs produced few relevant results due to 3 “side effects” and a conceptual 
mistake: Life mechanisms are complex not complicated! 2) The “mirage” of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that MUST follow rules 
in a world where humans massively do not. 3) The unreliability of scientific and clinical publications is increasing and the 
valuable negative results are not published. Why the transfer of the digital tools and methods does from the internet world to 
the life sciences R&D world does not work properly. One reason is that the founding basements of the two worlds do not obey 
the same rules. The challenge is not a question of technologies only, its needs to redefine discovery concepts. 

The Future of Systems Medicine: 1) Understanding and validating the mechanisms of a disease/disorder becomes the first 
objective. 2) Finding the most adapted solutions is a necessary consequence. The Mechanisms-Based Medicine Concept gives 
the basements to apply CADI™ (Computer Augmented Deductive Intelligence) Discovery that addresses life mechanisms 
complexity and the unreliability of scientific and clinical publications by combining the strengths of human and artificial 
intelligences in the right order. 

The 5 CADI™ Discovery Principles: 1) Mechanisms-Based Medicine Concept; 2) Architectural Principle; 3) Negative Selection 
Principle; 4) Steps Validation Principle; 5) Integrated Solutions Principles.

Conclusions: CADI Discovery already led to a world’s first in neurodegenerative diseases, 1 therapeutic spin-off and 1 exclusive 
our license, 4 issued patents, 10 publications and 39 CADI™ programs among completed or open for collaboration..
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